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we monitor domain names across all
categories in real time, with
prioritization of high value, traffic
friendly names. when we find one that
meets these criteria, the buyers are
added to our queue and vetted for
quality, intent and market fit. only the
highest quality name will be
purchased. you will receive an email
when we are about to place a domain
for you. who wants a generic.com
domain name. we have premium
domain names like univn.com waiting
for you. of course, we encourage our
users to buy univn.com for more than
one reason. it is easy to spell and
pronounce. it is a name that will bring
your business positive traffic and
benefits, it will help you stand out
from the crowd, and is likely to
maintain a steady, upward climb in
value. there are no limits to your
future profits. this is a brand building
domain name, guaranteed to rank on
page 1 (and above). sorely needed
premium.com domain names are in
great demand, and we are the trusted
market leader. if you have a new
innovative company, or a successful
brand, you need a domain name that
shows it. a great domain name
increases traffic, search engine
rankings, brand recognition, and
customer engagement. the high value
domain name is in limited supply and
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likely to stay that way. we buy
domains and domains only. domain
names are not like most items today.
most get the same amount of value
over their lifetime, maybe a few
hundred dollars. a premium.com
domain name should double, and
possibly triple, in value. while there
are domain name resellers that sell
the same domain name for 500
dollars, in a few months to a few years
it could be worth $30,000 or more. if
you want to own a great domain name
for your company, or brand, now is
the time to act. it is highly unlikely to
last long. think about it. how would
you feel, if you had to buy a new
honda, gm, or volvo car every couple
of years, just to keep up with the
competition? you would be
devastated.
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